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The King in Jeopardy: The Best lech niques
tor Attaek and Defense is the highly praised,

best-selling fourth book in Grandmaster Lev Alburt's
six-volume Comprehensive Chess Course. The King in
Jeopardy's predecessor, Chess Tactics for the

Tournament Player, Was acclaimed by legendary
former Chess Llfe Editor Larry Parr as "the best thing
ever written for achieving quick improvement in tactical play!"

"The Comprehensive Chess Course is simply the best chess instruction
I have ever seen. I am a player who has been reading chess books for
40 years without getting any better. Lev Alburt taught me basic things
about the game that none of the other books ever taught me. He is a

brilliant teacher, and his books capture that brilliance.'

- Charles Murray, author oI What lt Means to be a Libertailan

"GM Lev Alburt, a highly successfu/ chess coach, here offers

for the first time the once-secret Russtan method of chess training."

- World Champion Garry Kasparov, describing the first two
volumes of the Comprehensive Chess Course

"Grandmasters Alburt and Palatnik boldly pledged to give the best

techniques for attack and defense of the king. They have managed to

live up completely to their promise. A truly great book!'

- Grandmaster Maxim Dlugy, former US Chess Federation President

Grandmaster Lev Alburt, a three-time US chess champton, is known

as the "grandmaster of chess teachers." This famed educator is one of the

few world-class grandmasters to specialize in helping those below master

strength to reach their maximum potential. He has spent years translating

secret lesson plans used to produce a long line of Soviet world champions.

The Comprehensive Chess Course Serles is the result. His co-authoI
Grandmaster Sam Palatnik, was captain of the Ukrainian squad

that won the silver medal in the world team
championship ahead of Russia. GM Palatnik is

renowned for putting into practice many of the

brilliant ideas included in this book.
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